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Figure 1
D38 road connecting the city of Verdun 

SEPDÛPDAÛ2=QMQKEOÛIAIKNE=H	Û"N=J?A	Û���Û
(Source: Author)
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Noemi Quagliati

The Most Famous Land|Scape

At the center of a quiet tarmacked road punctuated by the rhythmic presence of 

trees, I spot what seems to be a “classic” French landscape. Immediately, I ask my-

self, “Come on, what does a ‘classic’ French landscape really mean?” A Van Gogh 

O@HMSHMFÚSGDMÚÆ@RGDRÚHMSNÚLXÚLHMCÚ!TSÚ@F@HM�Ú(ÚMNSHBDÚSG@SÚSGDÚ5@MÚ&NFGÚNHKÚO@HMS-

ing I am picturing represents a landscape of Provence, as well as many of those 

famous natural scenes portrayed by Cézanne in the Région Sud of France. Due to a 

background in the visual arts, my “classic” idea of a French landscape is, therefore, 

actually a painted scene of the French region Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur. However, 

(Ú@LÚHMRSD@CÚDWODQHDMBHMFÚ@Ú K@MCRB@ODÚNEÚ-NQSGD@RSÚ%Q@MBDÚ ENQÚ SGDÚÅQRSÚ SHLDÚ K-

though some elements of the painted rural landscapes of the European art tradition 

also occur in the environment I am standing in, the gray, low horizontal clouds that 

vail the summer sky of the north substitute the warm Mediterranean light portrayed 

by the two nineteenth-century painters.

It always surprises me how mediated knowledge, gained by means of recurrent or 

ONOTK@QÚHL@FDRÚNEÚK@MCRB@ODRÚEQNLÚ@RÚLTBGÚ@RÚ@ÚBDMSTQXÚ@FN�ÚHMÆTDMBDRÚLXÚOGXRH-

cal experience of diverse locations. I often struggle against these ready-made men-

tal images in order to tangibly feel a new environment. In a Cubist exercise to etch 

in my mind the multiple sides of this new space, I slowly spin around. The tree-lined 

road divides my frontal view in two: the maize on the left, the wheat on the right, 

@MCÚ@SÚSGDÚBDMSDQ�ÚSGDÚKHMDÚNEÚSGDÚQN@CÚLNUDRÚ@V@X�ÚM@QQNVHMFÚHMSNÚSGDÚCHRS@MBDÚ�ÅFÚ

1). Behind me, a green spot indicates a forest. I tell myself, “A piece of wild in this 

farmland!”

About a century ago, when neither Van Gogh nor Cézanne were still alive, this area 

constituted the most famous landscape in Europe, photographically mass-reprodu-

ced everywhere. These photos were accompanied by the title: The Landscape of the 

Western Front. 
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During World War I, positional trench warfare extended from the North Sea to Swit-

zerland, passing through Northeast France. It represented an enormous theater of 

war not only from a military point of view; it was literally a stage on which military 

operations, technological innovations, and soldiers’ lives were constantly photogra-

phed and reproduced in the printing press. All around Europe, the press released 

images in which the landscape, besides being the background of military (often sta-

ged) actions, also constituted the principal character of photographic scenes. Since 

representations of brutality and death were usually censured (except for enemy ca-

sualties and dead horses), one of the main visual categories depicted during World 

War I was indeed the landscape itself, which was generally understood to be a neu-

tral subject, despite being pervaded by allusive meanings.

Illustrated magazines showed scenery never seen before, with new descriptive land-

scape categories, such as lunar landscape, red zone, irreparably lost landscape, and 

MNÚL@MiRÚK@MC�ÚADBNLHMFÚONOTK@QÚRSQ@HFGSÚ@ESDQÚSGDÚBNMÆHBSÚ KKÚNEÚSGDRDÚSDQLRÚQDEDQQDCÚ

to the highly damaged area of land between the two enemy trench lines. In collecti-

ve memory, World War I is captured by a black-and-white photograph of a devasta-

ted landscape completely transformed by unprecedented destructive technologies. A 

landscape that has lost all of its landmarks, such as vegetation, trees, cultivations, and 

UHKK@FDR�ÚQDL@HMRÚ@ÚA@QQDMÚK@MCn@ÚAQNJDM�ÚÆ@SSDMDCÚMNÚL@MiRÚK@MCÚVHSGNTSÚ@ÚU@MHRGHMFÚ

ONHMSÚEQNLÚVGHBGÚSNÚF@HMÚODQRODBSHUDÚ�ÅFÚ�	Ú$RRDMSH@KKX�ÚSGDÚK@MCRB@ODÚG@CÚSTQMDCÚHMSNÚ

land|scape.

Figure 2
3EJPANÛ>=PPHAÀAH@ÛEJÛ,=O-
OAJ?DAJ@=AHAÛSEPDÛODAHHÛ
DKHAOÛÀHHA@ÛSEPDÛS=PANÛ

(Source: �ANHEJANÛ%HHQOPNENPAÛ
6AEPQJC, no. 1, 1918: 4.)
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In other words, representations of World War I displaced all the compositional ele-

ments that in the landscape painting tradition had directed the viewer’s gaze across a 

landscape, allowing them to embrace it entirely. In fact, since seventeenth-century Wes-

tern art, the landscape genre has corresponded to a wide view, usually ensured by a 

horizontal picture format in which all the visual units of the composition are coherently 

arranged to ensure total unity. Above land or sea, the upper portion of these views 

always included the sky, with weather phenomena dominating the composition, artis-

SHB@KKXÚQDOQDRDMSDCÚHMÚSGDÚENQLÚNEÚBKNTCR�ÚQ@HM�Ú@MCÚENFÚ�ÅFÚ�	Ú

However, these iconographic elements changed their meaning in World War I pho-

tography. The sky space was drastically reduced and the representation of air in the 

form of clouds was transformed into clouds of gases (or the effects of mine and shell 

explosions), which indicated that the landscape ended up being a toxic environment 

SG@SÚQDPTHQDCÚRNKCHDQRÚSNÚVD@QÚF@RÚL@RJRÚ�ÅFÚ�	Ú!DSVDDMÚ����Ú@MCÚ����ÚLHKHS@QHYDCÚ

visuals substituted the completeness of the landscape with the primordial element 

of the terrain-soil-groundÚ#TQHMFÚ SGDÚBNMÆHBS�Ú SGDÚD@QSGÚV@RÚDWB@U@SDC�ÚODQENQ@SDC�Ú

AKNVMÚTO�Ú@MCÚSTQMDCÚHMRHCDÚNTSÚ@MCÚTORHCDÚCNVMÚ�ÅFÚ�	Ú2HLHK@QKX�ÚSGDÚOGNSNFQ@OGDCÚ

landscape of World War I was scrutinized, fractioned, dissected, measured, analyzed, 

disguised, and recomposed. Rather than panoramic landscapes, photographs depic-

SDCÚHMCHUHCT@KÚRDBSHNMRÚNEÚK@MCÚHMÚBNQQDRONMCDMBDÚSNÚRODBHÅBÚS@QFDSRÚ

Figure 3
Different framings of a 

LE?PQNAOMQAÛH=J@O?=LAÛ
�/KQN?A�Û3AE¢	Û'=NH
Û
g EAÛ'KILKOEPEKJÛEJÛ@ANÛ
Landschaftsphotographie.” 

In Deutscher Camera 
�HI=J=?D�Û!EJÛ&=DN>Q?DÛ
für die Photographie un-
OANANÛ6AEPÛVol. 9, edited by 

'
3Û3KHBÚ�V=LAG	ÛØ��
Û
Berlin: Union Dt. Verl.Ges. 

Roth & Co., 1914.)
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In mass-produced publications, the general public visually experienced topographical 

surveys composed of sharp photographs of land accompanied by letters, numbers, 

@MCÚ@QQNVRÚHMCHB@SHMFÚDW@BSÚKNB@SHNMRÚNQÚRBHDMSHÅBÚCDRBQHOSHNMRÚNEÚSGDÚFDNFQ@OGXÚ@MCÚ

SGDÚFDNKNFXÚNEÚOK@BDRÚ�ÅFÚ�	Ú

Figure 4
Smoke similar to a 

cloud formed during the 

explosion of a gas bomb 

(Source: )¾J?DJANÛ%H-
HQOPNEANPAÛ6AEPQJC, no. 34, 

1917: 341.)

Figure 6
Aerial reconnaissance 

LDKPKCN=LDOÛEJÛSDE?DÛOLA-
?EÀ?ÛP=NCAPOÛ=NAÛLKEJPA@Û
out by letters. (Source: 

�ANHEJANÛ%HHQOPNENPAÛ6AEPQJC, 

no. 10, 1917: 130.)
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Figure 5
Aerial photographs of 

mine craters reaching 

diameters of eighty meters 

produced during the Battle 

of Messines (Source: Die 
Woche, no. 34, 1917: 

1161.)
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The large-scale exploitation of the landscape for military purposes was accompanied 

by the use of aerial photographs as sources of intelligence, which were produced 

automatically at short intervals within an industrial process aimed at providing as 

LTBGÚ HMENQL@SHNMÚ@RÚONRRHAKDÚ @ANTSÚ @Ú RODBHÅDCÚ SDQQHSNQXÚ3GDÚ RSTCXÚNEÚ SGDÚFDNFQ@-

phical and climatic conditions of an area and the constant observation of the enemy 

through innovative photo-optical devices therefore transformed photography from an 

informative-propagandistic medium to a military weapon used to map, survey, detect, 

and bomb targets.

It has been estimated that Germany alone took around four thousand aerial photo-

graphs a day covering the entire Western Front twice a month in the last year of 

the war. The land was photographed in every possible manner, from every availa-

ble perspective. Cameras used in an aerial context could provide both oblique and 

vertical images. The oblique perspective emphasized the shape of three-dimensional 

elements, while vertical views taken at higher altitudes with the camera axis perpen-

dicular to the earth’s surface included greater areas, allowing photo interpreters to 

recognize changing patterns on the ground.

If warfare mutated the canonical subjects of landscape representation, turning them 

into a shell-torn terrain-soil-groundÚSG@SÚBNTKCÚADÚRDBSHNMDC�ÚLD@RTQDC�Ú@MCÚRBHDMSHÅ-

cally analyzed, the most radical transformation in depicting the shape and features of 

SGDÚK@MCÚVDQDÚCDÅMDCÚAXÚSGDÚ@DQH@KÚUHRS@Ú3GDÚj&NCiRÛDXDÚUHDV�kÚ@MÚHMMNU@SHUDÚONHMSÚ

NEÚUHDVÚNMÚSGDÚVNQKC�ÚCDÅMDCÚ@ÚMDVÚSNONFQ@OGXÚ@MCÚ@ÚCHEEDQDMSÚO@Q@CHFLÚENQÚTMCDQ-

RS@MCHMFÚSGDÚK@MCRB@ODÚ%NQÚSGDÚÅQRSÚSHLD�ÚODNOKDÚVDQDÚDWONRDCÚSNÚ@ÚFQD@SÚBHQBTK@SHNMÚ

of aerial landscape photographs, which appeared incredibly unusual, distant, and ab-

stract. In World War I, the land was therefore photographed from “above” and from 

“below,” the juxtaposition of images in continuous tension between the abstraction 

OQNUHCDCÚAXÚ UDQSHB@KÚ @DQH@KÚ UHDVRÚ@MCÚDLO@SGHBÚ QDOQDRDMS@SHNMRÚNEÚ SGDÚA@SSKDÅDKCÚ @SÚ

FQNTMCÚKDUDKÚ�ÅFÚ�	
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Figure 7
The landscape of the 

3AOPANJÛ"NKJPÛ�top) and 

=ANE=HÛLE?PQNAOÛKBÛ"KNPÛ
Douaumont in 1915 and 

1916 (>KPPKI) (Source: 

�ANHEJANÛ%HHQOPNENPAÛ6AEPQJC, 

no. 4, 1916: 6.)
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One of the largest World War I aerial photographic collections still accessible today 

is housed in the Bavarian War Archive in Munich. Representing only a small portion 

of the aerial photographic material produced by German aviators during World War 

I (the rest of the collection, originally located in Berlin, was destroyed during the 

2DBNMCÚ6NQKCÚ6@Q	�Ú HSÚ HMBKTCDRÚ���ÚANWDRÚNEÚÅKDRÚ$@BGÚANWÚBNMS@HMRÚ SGNTR@MCRÚNEÚ

OGNSNFQ@OGR�ÚHMBKTCHMFÚ�����ÚHL@FDRÚS@JDMÚAXÚ@ÚRODBH@KÚ@UH@SHNMÚTMHSÚ@BSHUDÚHMÚ$FXOSÚ

and Palestine and more than 10,000 aerial photographs taken by training units of 

various places and military installations in Bavaria. Opening these boxes packed with 

AK@BJÛ@MCÛVGHSDÚOQHMSR�ÚÅKLR�Ú@MCÚFK@RRÚOK@SDÚMDF@SHUDRÚFHUDRÚ@ÚRDMRDÚNEÚSGDÚDMNQLNTRÚ

@LNTMSÚNEÚUHRT@KÚC@S@Ú@BBTLTK@SDCÚCTQHMFÚVG@SÚV@RÚSGDÚÅQRSÚ@DQH@KÚV@QE@QDÚHMÚGHRSNQXÚ

Each photograph shows a portion of a new kind of militarized landscape.

Like a military photographic interpreter, I have spent the last few years constantly ana-

KXYHMF�ÚBK@RRHEXHMF�Ú@MCÚQDÆDBSHMFÚNMÚSGDRDÚOGNSNFQ@OGDCÚK@MCRB@ODRÚ/HDBDRÚNEÚO@ODQ�Ú

produced and distributed for the most diverse reasons a century ago, reached me, 

BNMRDQUHMFÚSGDHQÚEQ@FLDMS@QXÚGHRSNQXÚ,XÚÅQRSÚDMBNTMSDQÚVHSGÚSGDÚ6DRSDQMÚ%QNMSÚV@R�Ú

therefore, through these visual traces: a mediated experience of place, expressing a 

GHRSNQHB@KÚTMCDQRS@MCHMFÚNEÚ K@MCRB@ODÚ3GDRDÚ HL@FDRÚG@UD�ÚMDUDQSGDKDRR�Ú HMÆTDMBDCÚ

the collective interpretation of the interaction between humans and the environment, 

visually introducing the concept of the endangered landscape. 

However, my second encounter with the front lines was of a different kind. Realizing 

SG@SÚ(ÚSGDNQDSHB@KKXÚJMDVÚDMNTFGÚQDF@QCHMFÚUHRT@KÚQDOQNCTBSHNMRÚNEÚSGDÚA@SSKDÅDKCRÚ@MCÚ

the aftermath, I decided it was time to experience these sites through my senses. I left 

SGDÚQNKDÚNEÚOGNSNFQ@OGHBÚHMSDQOQDSDQÚSNÚCNÚKHSDQ@QXÚÅDKCVNQJ�ÚUHRHSHMFÚ@ÚA@SSKDÅDKCÚSG@SÚ

HRÚMNVÚ@MÚ@FQHBTKSTQ@KÚÅDKC

Today, the 700 kilometer frontline is mainly farmland, an agricultural landscape dotted 

with cities and towns. From time to time, war cemeteries and memorials come into 

view. In August, the tone of the countryside follows the strong yellows of the cereal 

BQNORÚHMÚD@RSDQMÚ%Q@MBD�ÚVHSGÚDMCKDRRÚK@QFDÚQNTMCÚRSQ@VÚA@KDRÚKD@MHMFÚNMÚSGDÚÅDKCR�Ú

VGHKDÚHMÚ%K@MCDQR�ÚFQDDMÚGTDRÚBNKNQÚSGDÚÅDKCRÚCTDÚSNÚSGDÚGD@UXÚBKNTCRÚ�ÅFRÚ�m�	Ú'DQD�Ú

during the war, the torrential rain combined with a war-damaged drainage system 

to create the muddy landscape that has come to symbolize the Third Battle of Ypres. 

However, between the French region of the Grand Est and West Flanders, the desolate 
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landscape impressed in the popular imagination does not exist anymore, at least not at 

ÅQRSÚFK@MBDÚ3GDÚK@MCRB@ODÚHRÚHMRSD@CÚVHCDKXÚBTKSHU@SDC�ÚROQD@CHMFÚEQNLÚSGDÚGHKKXÚSDQQH-

SNQXÚNEÚ5DQCTMÚSGQNTFGÚSNÚSGDÚQNKKHMFÚTOK@MCRÚNEÚSGDÚ2NLLDÚQDFHNMÚ@MCÚSGDÚÆ@SÚBN@RS@KÚ

plains of Flanders. To the contemporary aesthetic, which generally links beauty to 

wilderness rather than to land use, this landscape would probably be described as 

TMHENQL�ÚODQG@ORÚ@ÚAHSÚSNNÚLNMNSNMNTR�ÚATSÚRSHKKÚOKD@RHMFÚ�ÅFRÚ��m��	

Soon after the war, tractors substituted tanks. Besides the mechanical noises associ-

ated with agricultural activities, natural sounds, including those of animals, replaced 

the uproar of explosions, which in many images from World War I were represented 

by soldiers covering their ears with their hands. The relicts of the war are, therefore, 

only detectable by trained eyes. One of the most impressive features created by the 

war is the mine craters, which are so huge that from the border they cannot be entirely 

framed in a single shot, not even using a wide-angle lens. When physically standing on 

the protected margins of these enormous deep holes, the eyes need to move following 

an imaginary triangle: from the left to the right, from the right to the bottom of the 

crater, and then from the bottom to the left again.

Some of the craters have changed their shape and meaning, with the Spanbroekmo-

lenkrater�ÚENQÚHMRS@MBD�ÚADBNLHMFÚSGDÚ/NNKÚNEÚ/D@BDÚ�ÅFÚ��	Ú2NLDÚNEÚSGDÚNSGDQÚBQ@SDQR�Ú

such as the Lochnagar crater (which being 30 meters deep and 100 meters wide was 

amply photographed by the Allies and even portrayed by the Irish artist William Orpen 

CTQHMFÚV@QSHLD	�ÚG@UDÚADDMÚRTAIDBSÚSNÚRDUDQDÚDQNRHNMÚ�ÅFÚ��	Ú5HRHSHMFÚSGDÚQDFHNMÚHRÚ

KHJDÚADHMFÚNMÚ@ÚSQD@RTQDÚGTMS�ÚXNTÚG@UDÚSNÚRD@QBGÚSNÚÅMCÚSGDÚBQ@SDQRÚ'NVDUDQ�ÚSGDXÚ

can be immediately spotted through a drone’s aerial view, with strange circles distin-

FTHRGDCÚEQNLÚSGDÚQDODSHSHUDÚKHMDRÚNEÚSGDÚBTKSHU@SDCÚÅDKCRÚ.ARDQUHMFÚEQNLÚ@MÚDKDU@SDCÚ

position is essential to recognizing the extension of the front line. In fact, where not 

BNMRS@MSKXÚOQDRDQUDCÚ�ÅFÚ��	�Ú SQDMBGDRÚ@QDÚNMKXÚUHRHAKDÚ SGQNTFGÚSGDÚCHEEDQDMSÚBNKNQRÚ

and patterns of the cultivations, as seen from an aerial perspective.

-NV@C@XR�Ú SGDÚQDL@HMRÚNEÚLHKHS@QXÚ ENQSRÚBNMRSHSTSDÚ SGDÚQDHFMÚNEÚAHQCRÚ%NQSHÅB@SHNMR�Ú

VGHBGÚ@QDÚHMBNQONQ@SDCÚHMSNÚ@QSHÅBH@KÚGHKKR�ÚGNTRDÚAHQCRiÚMDRSRÚHMÚSGDÚMNNJRÚ@MCÚBQ@M-

MHDRÚNEÚSGDÚATHKCHMFiRÚBNMBQDSDÚRTQE@BDRÚ,NQDNUDQ�ÚÆNBJRÚNEÚRV@KKNVRÚC@QSÚ@QNTMCÚSGDÚ

ruins and often perch on rusted metal pickets, which were used to support barbed wire 

CTQHMFÚA@SSKDÚ�ÅFRÚ��m��	Ú(MG@AHS@MSRÚQDSTQMDCÚSNÚQDFHNMRÚNBBTOHDCÚAXÚSGDÚ6DRSDQMÚ
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%QNMS�Ú@F@HMÚQDRG@OHMFÚSGDÚK@MCRB@ODÚENQÚGTL@MÚTRDÚAXÚQDATHKCHMFÚSNVMR�ÚÆ@SSDMHMFÚ

SGDÚA@SSKDÅDKC�Ú@MCÚQDG@AHKHS@SHMFÚSGDÚK@MCÚENQÚ@FQHBTKSTQDÚ

Repopulation has not occurred in the Zone Rouge (Red Zone), however, where only 

some species of nonhuman life survive. This zone was originally a 1,200 square kilo-

meter area designated after the war as being “completely devastated.” This meant that 

damage to both property and agriculture was estimated to be 100 percent, making it 

impossible to rehabilitate the land in order to sustain human activity. Today, this area, 

banned by law from public entry and agricultural use, has been reduced to 100 square 

kilometers. Here, the “catastrophic anthropogenic disturbance” caused to soil by un-

exploded chemical munitions, heavy pollution, acids, and animal and human remains 

will not be fully remediated for at least another three hundred years, according to the 

latest studies. 

In some of these areas, such as in the Place-à-Gaz in Verdun, so called due to the high 

level of arsenic in the soil caused by the incineration of chemical shells, only three 

types of plants (Holcus lanatus, Pohlia nutans, and "K@CNMH@ÚÅLAQH@S@) grow. There-

fore, the most severe scars of World War I still lie underground, a realm which has, in 

the meantime, become an archeological archive. Visitors only recognize the invisible 

toxicity of this region through warning signs like “Danger” and “Interdit au Public” 

announcing that access is prohibited.

Besides the off-limit areas, natural recovery has softened the effects of the war on the 

landscape of the Western Front. As poppies thrived on the disturbed soil caused by 

V@QE@QD�ÚSGDXÚADB@LDÚ@ÚRXLANKÚNEÚQDLDLAQ@MBD�ÚVGHKDÚNSGDQÚÆNVDQRÚRTBGÚ@RÚSalvia 

NEÅBHM@KHRÚMNVÚQ@MCNLKXÚ@OOD@QÚNMÚSGDÚFQDDM�Ú@QSHÅBH@KÚGHKKR�ÚVGHBGÚVDQDÚBQD@SDCÚ@RÚ

@ÚQDRTKSÚNEÚLHMDÚDWOKNRHNMRÚ�ÅFRÚ��m��	Ú(MÚSGDÚR@LDÚBQ@SDQR�ÚCDDQÚ@MCÚAN@QRÚA@SGDÚ

@MCÚCQHMJÚ5HRT@KKX�ÚSGDÚENQDRSK@MCÚSG@SÚMNV@C@XRÚDLDQFDRÚEQNLÚSGDÚBTKSHU@SDCÚÅDKCRÚHMÚ

5DQCTMÚV@RÚNMBDÚSGDÚLNRSÚGD@UHKXÚHLO@BSDCÚRDBSHNMÚNEÚSGDÚA@SSKDÅDKCÚ/@Q@CNWHB@KKX�Ú

what at present seems to be the “wildest” part of the region was previously the most 

brutally devastated by the war. After World War I, the French government reforested 

SGDÚA@SSKDÅDKCÚHMÚ5DQCTM�ÚOQNGHAHSHMFÚHSÚEQNLÚGTL@MÚTRDÚ RÚO@QSÚNEÚV@QÚQDO@Q@SHNMR�Ú

Germany provided 153,000 small conifer trees together with 1,400 kilograms of acorns 

and 180 kilograms of resin-tree seeds. The region was, therefore, abandoned (nine vil-

lages were never reconstructed) and covered with vegetation. For security reasons, 
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SGDÚ OK@BDÚV@RÚ CDRHFM@SDCÚ @ÚLHKHS@QXÚ DWBKTRHNMÚ YNMD�Ú K@SDQÚ ADBNLHMFÚ @MÚ j@QSHÅBH@KKXÚ

spontaneous” (un|natural) living entity.

Without human activity, the landscape quickly evolved, altering its micro-environmen-

S@KÚOQNODQSHDR�Ú@KKNVHMFÚÆNQ@Ú@MCÚE@TM@ÚSNÚQDONOTK@SDÚSGDÚ@QD@Ú(MÚE@BS�ÚSGDÚRNKDÚ@QD@ÚNEÚ

SGDÚ6DRSDQMÚ%QNMSÚDWBKTCDCÚEQNLÚGD@UXÚLDBG@MHB@KÚÆ@SSDMHMF�ÚVGHBGÚNBBTQQDCÚCTDÚSNÚ

agricultural needs after the war, is this man-made forest, with reforestation occurring 

in the aftermath of an ecological disaster. Due to soil pollution, the landscape is now 

L@HMKXÚHMÆTDMBDCÚ@MCÚEQ@LDCÚAXÚMNMGTL@MÚOQNBDRRDRÚ�ÅFÚ��	

Venturing into these green, morphologically atypical woods reveals both the scale of 

the environmental destruction caused by human activities and the capacity of nature 

to transform landscapes given time. Vegetation hides the scars of war but simultane-

ously conserves a novel microcosm, a type of landscape that functions simultaneously 

as a source of collective memory and admonition, while also attesting to the possibility 

of natural regeneration.

The photographs I study every day for my PhD are historical, although incomplete, 

traces of real or ideal places. Similarly, the forest of Verdun is one of the last visual 

witnesses of the devastated and toxic landscape of the Western Front. Nevertheless, 

it is a hybrid environment that is slowly recovering its nonhuman properties: a long 

process that might symbolize an idea of the landscape of the future.
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Figure 8
"EAH@OÛEJÛ3AOPÛ"H=J@ANO	Û
Belgium, 2019
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Figure 9
"EAH@OÛEJÛ3AOPÛ"H=J@ANO	Û

Belgium, 2019
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Figure 10
"EAH@OÛEJÛPDAÛ/KIIA	Û
"N=J?A	Û���
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Figure 11
"EAH@OÛEJÛPDAÛ/KIIA	Û

"N=J?A	Û���
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Figure 12
Spanbroekmolen Crater, Heuvelland, 

Belgium, 2019
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Figure 13
Lochnagar Crater, Pacardy, 

"N=J?A	Û���
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Figure 14
Preserved trenches in 

2=QMQKEO	Û
"N=J?A	Û���
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Figure 15
.QEJOÛKBÛ"KNPÛ KQ=QIKJP	Û
"N=J?A	Û���

Figure 16
�EN@OÛKJÛPDAÛNQEJOÛKBÛ"KNPÛ
 KQ=QIKJP	Û"N=J?A	Û���
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Figure 17
0DAÛ2=QMQKEOÛ$EHHÛ

>=PPHAÀAH@	Û"N=J?AÛ���

Figure 18
0DAÛ2=QMQKEOÛ$EHHÛ
>=PPHAÀAH@	Û"N=J?AÛ���
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Figure 19
�A=QIKJPÚ$=IAHÛ*AS-

foundland memorial site, 

/KIIA	Û"N=J?A	Û���
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Figure 20
Verdun forest margin, 

"N=J?A	Û���
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